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 Building Confidence



 Building Confidence

Review and prepare plans for regular cleaning
include additional scope for touch services weekly
and daily by staff or other contractors

Create a communications plan to inform staff,
institute regular inspections of office to ensure
compliance with Government guidelines

Pre-Return inspections and assessment of HVAC
systems.

Engage vendors and communication procedures for
visiting offices.

Ensure inventory of cleaning supplies, masks and
hand sanitizer

ARE YOU READY TO 
R E | T H I N K  Y O U R  O F F I C E ?

It's time to plan the future of your Workspace.

Here are some of the areas your team can focus
on to prepare your space for recovery.

Re|Evaluate

Prepare your Safe Space for Return:



Create policy for who returns and when, create schedules and
communicate with all staff.

Determine best method of conducting regular counts of occupants
per floor

Mitigate anxiety of returning with effective communication and
understanding of staff’s concerns, reinforcing compliance and
diligence in new norm policy and procedures through on-going
inspections and reporting.  

Give Employees a voice in shaping your plans, use Q&A, surveys
and focus groups to understand what’s on employees’ minds in real
time.  

Have action-oriented responses to build trust and mitigates
concerns

Document and execute detailed plan on how to return to work,
include regular cadence of employee training on emergency
procedures, good workplace hygiene, effective work practices for
distributed or remote teams.

Review alternative safe commuting methods such as Connected
Office solutions.
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Re|Fresh

Prepare your Workforce:



Reconfigure gathering and lobby areas for social distancing (Create
the Six Rule).

Add panels or plexiglass shields between desks as appropriate

Control entry points including deliveries and designate one
location for all deliveries to be placed, disinfect before internal
delivery.

Control flow of staff and visitors through space through clear
signage and floor markings.

Consider one-way circulation routes through workspace

Prepare Sanitizer & Disinfecting Wipe stations, ensure supply of
PPE as appropriate

Disable Touchscreens

Only use alternate desks (checkerboard), remove or disable
alternate desks

Specify seat assignments for employees to ensure minimum work
distances and ensure in classes of Hoteling setup that desks are
cleaned before and after work.
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Re|Route

Reconfiguring the Office Floorplan



Decommission and reconfigure smaller meetings rooms to allow for
social distancing

Prohibit groups from using small rooms, covert to single occupant
use only.

Calculate the maximum capacity for each room by dividing the net
useable are by square of the acceptable social distance.  (Eg six-
foot social distance, a 200 SQFT room divided by 36sf would have
a recalculated maximum capacity of 5 people)

Add separate Waste receptacles for PPE

Audit and improve HVAC systems, replace filters with high
efficiency MERV rating or ideally HEPA filters, do a building flush
in accordance to LEED and WELL Standards for min 24 hours,
ideally 48-72 hours.

Increase fresh air intake and maintain 40-60% humidity.

Disable BMS demand controls and operate in manual setting.

Test and flush all water systems and replace all filters on water
coolers, ice machines etc on with more frequency.
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Re|Route

Reconfiguring the Office Floorplan



Institute the use of a Booking or Scheduling App for office desks
and meeting room that include Global Positioning capabilities and
automatic emails to cleaning staff responsible for cleaning.

Include awareness and tracking of dates, times and staff usage of
desks, meeting rooms, phone room and offices to provide detail
tracking in cases of outbreak.

Use thermal occupancy sensor to track number of occupants in the
office, set limits and warnings to help manage number of people in
workplace at anyone time, linked to scheduling App used on
employees’ phone and displayed on monitors.

Institute occupancy sensors for all washrooms through App to
manage number of employees using at one time and providing real
time information to others.

Consider adding in live video feed of lunchroom or other office
spaces so employees working remote and see real time and feel
more connected to office.

Ensure Technology used at employee’s home meets IT departments
requirement for security and provide high quality video and audio
capabilities for virtual meetings.
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Re|Connect

Staying Connected in a Hybrid Workspace



Provide employees with standardized signage or backdrops for
virtual meetings to show professionalism and consistency for
customer, suppliers and other stakeholders when on virtual
meetings.

Ensure company dress codes are implemented for virtual meetings,
uniform or other professional attire to be worn as would typically
be used at office.

Ensure employees schedule virtual meetings accordingly to avoid
“Zoom meeting fatigue”

Consider once or twice a week company virtual meeting “Thirsty
Thursdays” type to connect all employees with one and other,
share stories and relax without discussing work.

Alternatively setup with clients, customers or suppliers company’s
a virtual game wherein you compete in a virtual fun and interactive
way with employees from your company vs another.
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Re|Connect

Staying Connected in a Hybrid Workspace



Promote frequent and thorough hand washing for at least 20
seconds for all staff and visitors through signage and education.

Provide disposable wipes, so that common touchpoints like
doorknobs, light switches, desks etc can be disinfected by
employees before each use.

Provide supply of hand sanitizer and masks for staff, including hand
sanitizer station as high traffic areas like copiers or printers

Discourage sharing of phones, desks and office equipment.

Institute thorough and more frequent cleaning and disinfecting of
workplace, especially common areas like kitchen, vending
machines, bathrooms, meeting rooms and phone/zoom rooms.

Consult with cleaning contractors for approved cleaning chemicals
from governing authorities.

Consider installing storage lockers for personal items used in
workplace
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Re|Sanitize

Hygiene & Sanitization



Develop new practices for kitchen and meal preparation areas
which include:

Bring you own food and beverage items from homeIncrease
cleaning of appliances such as fridge, microwave and coffee
machines both by employees between use and with office cleaning
staff.

Consider installing physical barriers  such as plastic sneeze guards
and directional flow for staff through kitchen area.

Display signage on Do’s and Don’t’s
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Re|Sanitize

Hygiene & Sanitization

Are You Ready to Re|Think Your Office?

Contact Jancon for a no-obligation assessment
of your office recovery plan.

647-333-6411    info@jancon.ca
www.jancon.ca


